Imagined Cartographies
“What has your mother given you? At first I could only think of her wedding saree, jewellery, small
mementos… but my feet are like my mothers. Looking at my feet I fall into a dream, washed over by
cultural memory. Feet have always been important in our culture—representing movement, migration,
setting foot on new land; the touching of feet, bathing of feet, decorating of feet. When a parent dies an
imprint of their feet is taken in saffron on cloth. This simple act signifies that the parent’s footprint will
always remain in the household to guide and direct. It is said that the way to heaven is through the soles
of the mother’s feet.”
—Zainub Verjee, 1997

Zainub Verjee’s Through the soles of my mother’s feet (henceforth Soles), 1997, is a four channel,
eight monitor video installation with sound. The 16-minutes long artwork, with the images
moving in a loop, is a poetic montage of the sensual, almost cellular, experience of place as it
affects memory and identity. It is a tracing of cultural and personal memory and a reflection
on the artist’s own family migration along with a part of the Ismaili community which moved
from the western province of India, Gujarat, to East Africa and later to England and Canada.
Soles produced during the early-1990s when the artist explored their encounter with the
idea of ethnography —both as an ideological tool as well as a method which Hal Foster later in
the same decade theorized as the “ethnographic turn”. This modality offered the artist to map
their trajectories within composite movements— of people, ideas, history and memory—
enabling them to break free and articulate a new cartography of their identities. Embedded in
these trajectories of memory—cultural memory of smells, rites and rituals—the videos blur the
distinction between the conventional narratives in an attempt to reconfigure an appropriate
form of memory— of representation and the self.
Inherent in this process the question foregrounded is: how does one represent the
unrepresentable, the non-official narrative, and the myth? Thus, more than a witness, these

videos document and inscribe both the surveyed memory and the subject of memory. Soles
makes an attempt to reclaim and reorganize definitions of Self by recoding representations
through self-inscription into history. Defining a critical transversal aesthetic, Zainub calls this
pattern of inscription a template of nomadic architecture—the physical and social structures
which cultures take with them to maintain coherence with their histories. In this installation
we see the circularity of images, like the journeying, these images travel across the screens.
Zainub says, “nomadic architecture is about everything that has been given. It is about the
passing on of language, culture, rites and rituals and a deeply rooted value system.
Architecture includes not only built structures, but also the total way in which a culture uses
time and space in conceptualizing its social existence. Nomadic architecture arises out the
enquiry of the self and moves from the personal to the historical, geopolitical and the social
terrain. From its inception, this work has been a dedication to the women in my community,
and especially to my mother.”

—Narendra Pachkhédé
15th October 2020

